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nuendo 6 includes a bunch of new features and fixes to make your post even easier, faster, and
more fun. its all about making sure your meters, meters, and meters are accurately measuring your
material to make sure that your tracks are loud, loud, and loud enough. theres even new features to
help you get the most out of your tools, like the ability to specify the starting and ending points of a
clip, or the ability to specify a target loudness level, and have nuendo find the best starting and
ending points to match that loudness. every single nuendo 6 feature was put through an extensive
test to ensure that theyre all 100% compatible with the ebu r128 loudness norm, and youll be able to
see for yourself by watching the videos below. perhaps the most important feature of nuendo 6 is its
integration of the dolby atmos metering engine, the industrys leading standard for dolby atmos, into
the nuendo loudness meters. dolby atmos is a surround sound technology that places the sounds
from the left, right, and center channels at different heights in the soundstage. unfortunately, most
meters arent compatible with it, and there are no easy tools to help you configure the meters.
nuendo 6, however, offers a fast and efficient way to set up and monitor your dolby atmos meters,
and you can even import and export dolby atmos settings from nuendo 6. have a look at the atmos-
ready meters in the video below to see it in action. nuendo 6 offers the best metering and loudness
monitoring in the industry. read on to learn about the new features, advantages, and best-in-class
features that make nuendo the new standard in post, the new standard in loudness metering, and
the new standard in a/v post.
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